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Rainbow Vegan Recipe Cookbook: Easy Plant Based Healthy Vegan Recipes for Everybody. Best 7 Days Vegan Diet (+ Simple Meal Plan for Vegans for Weight Loss, Detox, Cleanse and Healthy Life)Independent Publishers Group, 2019

	
		Why is this book so popular with vegans? The answer is simple!

		
			Vegan food should be well balanced and varied. In the cookbook you will find more than 90 vegan recipes of cereals, salads, soups, main dishes, desserts, sauces...
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Mayo Clinic Medical ManualInforma Healthcare, 2006

	The urge to write this book—and it was indeed an urge—arose because of two reasons. The first was the lack of a book that approached patient care from the viewpoint of on-call medical residents. New residents faced with admitting a sick patient in the middle of the night have three priorities: one, a working diagnosis; two, a...
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Behaviour and Physiology of Root Herbivores, Volume 45 (Advances in Insect Physiology)Academic Press, 2013

	Drawing on expertise from around the world, this volume identifies our current state of knowledge about the behavior and physiology of root herbivores. In particular, this work describes prevailing concepts and theories based on historical and current literature and identifies what new technologies and approaches are available to researchers...
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Crop Improvement Under Adverse ConditionsSpringer, 2012

	Plant development and productivity are negatively regulated by various environmental stresses. Abiotic stress factors such as heat, cold, drought, and salinity represent key elements limiting agricultural productivity worldwide. Thus, developing crop plants with the ability to tolerate abiotic stresses is a critical need which demands modern...
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Modern Biocatalysis: Stereoselective and Environmentally Friendly ReactionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
This reference covers the wide and rapidly growing field of biocatalysis. It combines complementary expertise from such areas as microbiology, enzymology, molecular biology, structural biology and organic chemistry, this highlighting the interdisciplinary nature of the subject. With its special focus on progress and new developments towards...
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Waterlogging Signalling and Tolerance in PlantsSpringer, 2010

	Waterlogging is a major problem for plant cultivation in many regions of the world.


	This book combines both academic and practical aspects of this topic. Based on recent progress in cell and molecular biology, various facets of waterlogging signalling and tolerance are addressed, starting from the molecular level, through membrane...
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Diagnosis and Treatment of Radiation Injuries (Safety Report, Iaea Comprehensive No Inis Ser. Series, 8000)International Atomic Energy Agency, 1998

	According to the International Basic Safety Standards an accident is “any

	unintended event, including operating errors, equipment failures or other mishaps, the

	consequences or potential consequences of which are not negligible from the point of

	view of protection or safety” [1].





	A radiological accident...
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Web Security, Privacy and Commerce, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2002
The [bookmark: idx1]World Wide Web has changed our world. More than half the people in the United States now use the Web on a regular basis. We use it to read today's news, to check tomorrow's weather, and to search for events that have happened in the distant past. And increasingly, the Web is the focus of the 21st century...
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Creep-Resistant SteelsWoodhead Publishing, 2008
…a reference book of particular value to the power generation, petrochemical and other major industries.  
 — Metal Bulletin Monthly

Creep-resistant steels must be reliable over very long periods of time at high temperatures and in severe environments. Understanding and improving long-term creep strength is...
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Dual-Fuel Gas-Steam Power Block Analysis: Methodology and Continuous-Time Mathematical Models (Power Systems)Springer, 2018

	
		This book presents the methodology and mathematical models for dual-fuel coal-gas power plants in two basic configurations: systems coupled in parallel and in series.

	
		Dual-fuel gas and steam systems, especially parallel systems, have great potential for modernizing existing combined heat and power (CHP) plants. This book...
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Ecology of Marine Sediments (Oxford Biology)Oxford University Press, 2009
Marine sediments provide the largest habitat on planet earth, yet knowledge of the structure and function of their flora and fauna continues to be poorly described in current textbooks. This concise, readable introduction to benthic ecology builds upon the strengths of the previous edition but has been thoroughly revised throughout to incorporate...
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Botanical Medicine: From Bench to BedsideMary Ann Liebert, Inc, 2009

	This new reference book, Botanical Medicine: From Bench to Bedside, provides a comprehensive overview and examples of the scientific and quality control issues related to pre-clinical and clinical trials of dietary supplements. The book, edited by Raymond Cooper, PhD and Fredi Kronenberg, PhD, extends the information flow on critical and...
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